The Long Game: Payment Processor Consistently Expands Services

With $20 billion in 2022 credit card transactions, Electronic Payments strives for more.

Some might say that a founder and CEO of a company with 1,000 sales partners should not be selling and installing new merchant accounts, as Michael Nardy does on occasion. Nardy, founder and CEO of Electronic Payments, Inc. (EPI), knows how to delegate to his sales partners and 200 employees. But he finds value interacting with the sales and installation teams, seeing what works well and what needs improvement. This hands-on attention to detail helped build EPI from a company he incorporated as a Boston College student in 2000, to one now processing $20 billion in annual credit card volume.

The English and history major taught himself programming, creating online auction software with credit card processing for small businesses. By 2005, Nardy was making enough to hire his first employee, his college roommate, who is still his chief operations officer.

**BOOTSTRAPPED GROWTH**

Instead of taking on investors to help his company grow, Nardy trusted his vision and did not want to dilute his ownership. He used a banking line of credit, reinvested his revenue in the business, and put off some expenditures. He also built his own products and services, provided customer service and tech and sales support, and conducted risk management and underwriting. Still, he experienced flashes of frustration when he couldn’t be everything to everybody. “Sometimes saw competitors offer a solution I couldn’t build right away,” he says. He finally accepted that a competitor could launch a product, and it was okay if he didn’t have the same one.

It’s possible the lack of outside help slowed EP’s growth, but by most metrics EPI has grown impressively during the last 23 years. “When you have
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Nardy built a national sales team that engenders the same sense of loyalty with merchants in their respective communities. “I want to find like-minded individuals as partners, who are members of their local chambers of commerce, with a shop local and support local mentality.” These customers become an integral part of EPI’s business success, with a higher likelihood they’ll call when they have a need or want to upgrade.

Some sales partners have been with EPI for 18 years, building their own businesses with the EPI platform of services and products. EPI does not compete with the partners—there’s no internal sales team. “We’re partner-focused,” he says. While partners can sell competing products and services, “ultimately we feel if we’re building the better mousetrap, we’ll catch more of the mice.”

EPI also attracts partner loyalty by paying on time, and offering competitive compensation packages that don’t change with the economy. “We bring a level of stability,” he says. EPI hosts an annual conference for partners, paying most of the costs for the 300 who attend. In addition to fun activities, the conference offers networking and training and reveals new products and services.

This corporate model and philosophy have worked so well that Nardy often receives gratitude via cards, emails, and phone calls from partners and clients, including one partner who paid off their house early. “It’s not my credit—it is the work they put into it. But it’s exciting when it’s your vision that started the company,” he says. “It’s great to help our 1,000 partners build wealth for their families.”
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